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“Candles are widely used and enjoyed in American
households. However, this market faces some big
challenges. Candle usage frequency needs to increase to
reinvigorate sales, private label products present a growing
threat to branded products, and some benefits that
communicate value to the consumer (i.e., long-lasting)
could actually be detrimental to market growth.”
– Gabriela Elani, Home & Personal Care Analyst
In this report we answer the key questions:
•
•
•

Increase candle usage occasions and frequency of use
Private label candle products are a growing presence in the market
Innovations in longer-lasting candles could slow market growth

The U.S. candles market has struggled in the past few years since the onset of the recession, but is
beginning to show signs of recovery. In 2013, total U.S. retail sales for candle products are $3.14
billion and the market posted a 0.3% sales increase during 2012-13, the first positive growth
experienced in several years. Consumer confidence in the economy is increasing and consumers are
slowly starting to spend on discretionary household items again. Mintel expects that the category will
experience flat sales into 2018, with some small increases and declines over the upcoming five-year
period.
Candle companies should focus product development and marketing efforts on consumer groups who
are heavily engaged with the category and view candles as a lifestyle product, which includes younger
age segments and multiethnic consumer segments. Another strong opportunity for the market is
promoting candle usage beyond just for eliminating odors and adding seasonal ambiance. Encouraging
the use of candles for more spontaneous, personal occasions when in the home could influence people
to use their candles more often and subsequently make more frequent candle purchases.
The key focus of the 2013 report will be on understanding current candle usage behaviors and the
opportunities to increase consumer candle usage. This report analyzes U.S. sales performance candle
products in the past five years, the market forecast through 2018. This report explores the how often
consumers use candles, where they purchase candles, and what factors they take into account when
making candle purchases. Consumers’ attitudes concerning candles and their perceptions of candle
quality are also discussed in this year’s report.
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Figure 15: MULO manufacturer sales of candles, by leading companies, 2012 and 2013
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Theme: Focusing on Scent Collections
Glade
Figure 25: Glade Website, Tropical Collection July 2013
Figure 26: Glade In-Store Pallet Display, July 2013
Bath & Body Works
Figure 27: Bath & Body Work Website, Lakeside Summer Collection, Mahogany Teakwood and Boathouse Row, July 2013
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Figure 28: Air Wick Website, National Park Collection, July 2013
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Candle users buy candles at mass merchandisers and specialty stores
Figure 39: Retail locations, by gender and age, May 2013
Higher-income consumers most likely to shop at specialty stores
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Figure 40: Retail locations, by household income, May 2013
Mass merchandisers offer candles that meet purchase criteria
Figure 41: Retail locations, by importance of purchase factors, May 2013
Figure 42: Retail locations, by importance of purchase factors, May 2013 (continued)
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Figure 45: Importance of candle purchase factors, by household income, May 2013
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Figure 46: Attitudes concerning candles, May 2013
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Figure 48: Agreement with attitudes toward candles, by household income, May 2013
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Hispanics most likely to use greatest repertoire of candles
Figure 50: Repertoire of usage of candles, by race/Hispanic origin, May 2013
Hispanics most likely to burn candles once a day and a few times a week
Figure 51: Candle usage frequency, by race/Hispanic origin, May 2013
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Figure 52: Retail locations, by race/Hispanic origin, May 2013
Asian buyers have a number of purchase criteria; Hispanics are looking for multiple sizes
Figure 53: Importance of candle purchase factors, by race/Hispanic origin, May 2013
Scent matters to black consumers; Asians have strong quality associations
Figure 54: Agreement with attitudes concerning candles, by race/Hispanic origin, May 2013

Cluster Analysis
Figure 55: Target clusters, May 2013
Cluster 1: Seasonal
Opportunities
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Figure 56: Usage of candles, by target clusters, May 2013
Figure 57: Usage of candles for burning, by target clusters, May 2013
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Cluster demographics
Figure 65: Target clusters, by demographic, May 2013

Appendix—Other Useful Consumer Tables
Candle usage
Figure 66: Usage of candles for burning, by gender, May 2013
Figure 67: Usage of candles for burning, by age, May 2013
Figure 68: Usage of candles for burning, by gender and age, May 2013
Figure 69: Usage of candles for burning, by household income, May 2013
Figure 70: Usage of candles for decorating, by gender, May 2013
Figure 71: Usage of candles for decorating, by gender and age, May 2013
Figure 72: Usage of candles for decorating, by age, May 2013
Figure 73: Usage of candles for decorating, by household income, May 2013
Figure 74: Usage of candles for burning, by race/Hispanic origin, May 2013
Figure 75: Usage of candles for decorating, by race/Hispanic origin, May 2013
Figure 76: Repertoire of usage of candles, by household income, May 2013
Candle usage frequency
Figure 77: Candle usage frequency, by gender, May 2013
Figure 78: Candle usage frequency, by age, May 2013
Figure 79: Candle usage frequency, by household income, May 2013
Candle usage occasions
Figure 80: Candle usage occasions, by gender, May 2013
Figure 81: Candle usage occasions, by age, May 2013
Figure 82: Candle usage occasions, by race/Hispanic origin, May 2013
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Figure 83: Candle usage occasions, by repertoire of usage of candles, May 2013
Retail locations
Figure 84: Retail locations, by gender, May 2013
Figure 85: Retail locations, by age, May 2013
Purchase factors
Figure 86: Importance of candle purchase factors, by gender, May 2013
Figure 87: Importance of candle purchase factors, by age, May 2013
Attitudes concerning candles
Figure 88: Agreement with attitudes toward candles, by gender, May 2013
Figure 89: Agreement with attitudes toward candles, by age, May 2013

Appendix—Trade Associations
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